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Abstract — Wireless Sensors Networks are ext remely
densely populated and have to handle large bursts of data
during emergency or high activity periods giving rise to
congestion which may disrupt normal operation. Our
paper proposes a new congestion control protocol for
balanced distribution of traffic among the different paths
existing between the Source node and the Sink node in
accordance to the different route trust values. This
probabilistic method of data transmission through the
various alternate routes can be appropriately modeled
with the help of Genetic Algorithms. Our protocol is
mainly targeted in selecting the reliable or trustworthy
routes more frequently than the unreliable ones. In
addition, it also prevents concentration of the entire data
traffic through a single route eliminating any possible
occurrence of bottleneck. The merits of our protocol in
comparison to the presently existing routing protocols are
justified through the simu lation results obtained which
show improvements in both the percentage ratio of
successful transmission of data packets to the total
number of data packets sent and the overall network
lifetime.
Index Terms — Load balancing, Genetic Algorith ms,
Direct Trust, Route Trust, Netwo rk Lifetime

I. INT RODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Net works can be appropriately
defined as a collection of spatially and temporally
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

distributed/used sensors i.e., devices that are capable of
interacting with the environment either by sensing or
controlling physical parameters. WSNs, which have been
till recent years primarily a subject of only research
interest, nowadays, are increasingly finding widespread
use in industry for various monitoring, alerting, data
gathering and surveillance applications. This is mainly
due to the inherent advantages that WSNs provide to the
consumers like easy deployment, p rogrammability and
re-programmab ility, self-configurability and their mult ifaceted applications. Ho wever, WSNs are largely
constrained in terms of hardware specifications,
processing
capability,
energy
availab ility
and
maintainability.
Congestion Control (CC) and Congestion Avoidance
(CA) are two of the most desirable qualities required for
the proper functioning of a Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN). Congestion in WSN results fro m large amount of
data transmission throughout the network. In a densely
distributed WSN, a large nu mber of nodes usually exists
which provide many alternative paths or routes between a
particular source and a particular sin k. Appropriate
choices of routes at various instants of time become an
important necessity for congestion avoidance. The entire
data is divided into a number of packets which are then
distributed among the different routes by the source node
and are accu mulated and re-organized at the destination.
The efficient routing of data through the available paths is
very essential for both accurate data commun ication and
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lifetime enhancement – a v ital requirement for the energy
constrained WSNs.
Trust Management systems in Wireless Sensor
Networks are increasingly becoming essential fro m the
reliability aspect. Even in engineering, the meaning of
Trust is not entirely d ifferent fro m its literal mean ing. It is
attributed to the opinion that one entity (or in WSN one
sensor node) forms about a second exactly similar entity
(again another sensor node). Depending upon the value of
Trust (or in some cases Level of Trust), a particular node
can be considered to be either Malicious or Benevolent.
Malicious nodes usually affect the normal operation of
the sensor network adversely such as by injecting
duplicate packets, forwarding mod ified or d istorted
packets, sensing and sending wrong data etc. Due to these
malicious nodes, sometimes most of the data and control
packets get forwarded through a specified node or nodes
causing
enormous
congestion
and
ultimately
disintegration of the WSN. So metimes, the nodes may
even process data arbitrarily and can try to commun icate
with other nodes continuously as long as their batteries
are not co mpletely depleted. Presence of a large nu mber
of malicious nodes make the WSN prone to various
types of attacks like Wormhole, Sybil, Sinkhole, Den ial
of message and HELLO flood attacks. Other variants of
attacks are tampering, jamming, co llision, desynchronization, traffic analysis and eavesdropping.
Wireless sensor nodes are increasingly being used for a
variety of applicat ions. In most of the cases, WSNs are
highly populated and it becomes extremely difficult to
monitor the performance of each and every individual
nodes. Hence it beco mes imperative to introduce energy
aware as well as reliable routing protocols with an
additional characteristic of sharing the traffic among the
different reliable paths. So it can be rightly concluded
that congestion control and trust based routing are
actually interlinked as both have a mutual
interdependence.
In this paper we propose a new Genetic Algorith m
inspired load balancing protocol for Congestion Control
in WSNs using Trust based Routing framework or
GA CCTR. It utilizes the core concepts and fundamental
advantages given by GAs for distributing the traffic on
the basis of reliab ility of the nodes. Simp licity and easy
implementation are the main factors of selecting GA. As
expected, the results show marked imp rovements in
various network characteristics and properties over the
existing protocols as mentioned in Section V.
The rest of the paper is organized as fo llo ws: Sect ion II
provides an account of some existing literature related to
the proposed work. Section III gives the problem
statement along with the major concepts used in
developing our protocol. It also contains the proposed
work given in the form a main procedure and its
associated functions in the form of algorith ms. Section IV
and Section V present the simu lation results and the
conclusion respectively

II. RELAT ED WORKS
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

Trust based congestion control in WSNs is a new
concept and has not been reported in literature to a g reat
extent. However, some works based on traditional
approach of congestion control for WSNs are found. Wan
et al. propose CODA [1], a congestion detection and
avoidance method for sensor networks in which open
loop hop by hop back pressure and closed loop
mu ltisource regulation are used. CODA detects
congestion by periodically sampling the channel load and
current buffer occupancy. In [2], Hull et al. integrate
three complimentary congestion control strategies that
span different layers of the t raditional protocol stack: hop
by hop flow control, rate limit ing and a prioritized MAC
protocol. In ESRT [3], Event-to-Sink Reliab le Transport
protocol, both congestion detection and reliab ility level
are estimated at the sink. ESRT places interest on events,
not on individual pieces of data. Detection of events is
related to the nu mber o f packets received during a
specific interval. Sensor nodes must listen to sink
broadcast at the end of each decision interval and updated
their reporting rates. They monitor their buffer queues
and inform the sink if overflow occurs. The major
limitat ions of ESRT are only single hop operation support
and pushing all complexity to the sink. The key ideas of
another protocol PSFQ [4] are slow down distribution
(Pu mp Slowly) and quick error recovery (Fetch Qu ickly)
to avoid congestion. The drawback of PSFQ includes
several timers setting, highly specialized parameter
tuning and complicated internal operations.
All the above works do not consider the presence of
malicious nodes in the network. The inexpensive sensor
nodes are typically prone to failure. These malfunctioning
nodes in the network increase transit traffic and latency
by diffusing useless packets. Trust based approach
eliminates the malicious nodes from the routing path and
thereby reduce the network congestion. Although
implementation of trust concept in WSNs is new idea,
some research papers are available fo r trust estimat ion of
sensor nodes and thus computing the most trusted routing
path. In ATSR [5], routing decisions are taken based on
geographical informat ion as well as Total Trust (TT)
value of the nodes. TT of a node is calculated by
combin ing Direct Trust (DT) and Indirect Trust (IT)
informat ion of that particular node. In GMTMS [6], t rust
values of individual nodes are estimated by geomet ric
mean of all relevant trust metrics. This model has certain
advantage over Momani’s model [7], in wh ich trust is
calculated as arithmet ic sum of different paramet ric
probabilit ies and may lead to serious false value. Suppose,
all parameters give high trust values except only one
parameter, say successful packet transmission or packet
latency. As per Mo mani’s model, a high t rust value will
be assigned even though packet transmission is zero or
packet latency is in fin ite. This can be avoided in
GM TMS by considering product or the geometric mean
of the trust value of all parameters. In DTLSRP [8]
protocol, Total Direct Trust (TDT) value is co mputed by
GM TMS method. The nodes having TDT higher than a
predefined application based threshold value can only
participate in routing path. Lin k State Routing Protocol is
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used in DTLSRP to find out all available paths. The
mu ltip licat ive route trust is computed for each path and
highest route trust value is chosen as best routing path.
DTLSRP performs better than other protocols like ATSR
etc. However it does not include the Indirect Trust (IT)
that is obtained from the feedback of neighboring nodes.
TILSRP [9] protocol uses both DT and IT for estimat ing
the trust value of sensor nodes. It uses LSRP based on
trust and finds the best trustworthy route.
In FCC protocol [10], Zarei et al. p ropose a Fuzzy
based trust estimation for congestion control in WSNs.
The malfunctioning nodes are detected and isolated from
routing path using fuzzy based trust estimation of the
nodes. The resulting effects are some decrease in packet
drop ratio and accordingly increase in packet delivery
rate. FCCTF [11] protocol is modified form of FCC, in
which the Threshold Trust Value (TTH) decision making
is based on corresponding traffic ratio of the related
region. TTH could change dynamically with increasing or
decreasing form of traffic rat ion. By increasing TTH,
more malicious nodes are detected and blocked and
consequently useless packets are replaced by useful
packets. Although FCCTF algorith m shows some
improvement over FCC, still there is fu rther scope of
improvement in terms o f congestion detection and control.
The fundamental theories and concepts of Genetic
Algorith ms as described in this paper have been taken
fro m [12]. We also surveyed some already present WSN
routing protocols based on Genetic Algorith ms, however
none were found based upon the Trust values of the
nodes. For example, [13] proposes a new routing protocol
GROUP which increases the network lifetime fro m the
previously existing schemes of PEGA SIS and LEA CH by
ensuring a sub-optimal energy dissipation of the
individual nodes based on the principles of Genetic
Algorith ms along with Simu lated Annealing. A GA based
shortest path algorithm replacing the famous Dijkstra’s
algorith m is described in [14]. [15] describes another GA
based congestion controlling algorith m depending upon
the different traffic rates handled by the sensor nodes
within the sensor network.
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III. THE PROPOSED GACCTR PROT OCOL

selection of the route is that it results in continuous
switching of routing paths to send data fro m Source to
Sink demanding greater processing capability and better
congestion control schemes deployed throughout the
Wireless Sensor Network.
The selection of the path can be precisely modeled
with the help of genetic algorith ms giv ing appropriate
probabilit ies for selection of routing paths using the
concept of Route Trusts [8], [9]. It must also be noted that
in Genetic Algorith ms, we can work with a concise and
effective population of indiv iduals that allow us to select
the more trusted paths even at the inception of the
network and hence makes the entire network more
reliable for co mmun ication.
For implementing GA CCTR, we have to first apply the
Link State Routing Protocol or LSRP for finding out the
routes between each pair of nodes. Routing tables are
formed for each of the sensor nodes on application of this
LSRP. As a result, a particu lar sensor node has the
knowledge of all the routes by which it can communicate
data to the destination node. Usually, for a densely
populated wireless sensor network, a large number of
paths exist between two nodes. However as a result of
heterogeneous active durations of different sensor nodes
due to some of them devoting relatively mo re time in
sensing and communicat ing data compared to others, the
residual energy (the remain ing battery life) of the nodes
are different.
Another important point that can be pointed out is that
no network is comp letely isolated fro m external
intrusions or sensor node malfunctioning. So me o f the
routes deciphered at the inception of the network
gradually become unreliab le with time either due to
improper wo rking of the nodes or due to low packet
transmission rate. Reduced battery life also decreases the
overall lifetime of the sensor network. As a solution,
different methods are employed for un iform consumption
of energy at different points of the network in order to
enhance the overall lifet ime of the WSN. GA CCTR
provides a set of routes having high fitness function
values for distributing the load among the different paths
thus helping in the ho mogeneous power consumption
throughout the network. No w, we give a brief overview
of the two most important tools used in GA CCTR.

An excellent method to control congestion in Wireless
Sensor Networks is through traffic balancing i.e. sharing
of traffic among the different possible routing paths
existing between the Source and the Sink. In this case
‘Traffic’ refers to the data or more specifically data
sensed by the sensors of the WSN that needs to be
communicated to the destination node.
The main difficulty in selecting a particular route for
transmission of data fro m Source to Sink lies in the fact
that the entire load gets concentrated on a single lin k.
This means that while some nodes are active during the
entire data sensing and sending duration, some other
nodes remain co mp letely idle. As a result both the
lifetime and traffic handling capacity of the link
dimin ishes significantly with t ime. One of the major
disadvantages in using the protocol given in [8] for

A. Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorith ms (GA ) are basically probabilistic
search algorithms and optimization techniques based on
the mechanis ms of natural selection and evolution. They
combine survival of the fittest among string structures
with a structured yet randomized information exchange to
form a search algorithm with some of the innovative flair
of human search. A genetic algorith m maintains a
population of coded forms of possible solutions of the
problem of interest. In the language of GA, these coded
forms are known as chro mosomes. In most cases binary
coding is preferred for easy manipulation and operation.
Each chro mosome is evaluated by a function known as
the fitness function which is usually called the cost
function or the objective function of the corresponding
search or optimizat ion problem. At first, the init ial
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population is randomly generated. New populations are
created in subsequent generations through the four
fundamental mechanisms: selection, crossover, repair and
mutation operations. Selection mechanis m selects fitter
individuals (parents) for crossover and mutation.
Crossover is another important technique that causes the
exchange of genetic materials between parents to produce
offspring, whereas mutation incorporates new genetic
traits in the offspring.

mean those nodes which can communicate directly with
the concerned sensor node. We evaluate the Direct Trust
with the help of the procedure given in [6].
As explored in [6], the DT is calculated as the
Geo metric Mean of the different Trust Metrics i.e.
parameters and network properties. In imp lementing this
protocol, the Trust Metrics used are shown in the
following table:
Table 1: Trust M etrics used for implementation
% Successful Transmission of Data Packets/M essages

1

2

3

4

5

+

6

1

2

3

4

5

% Successful Transmission of Control Packets/M essages

6

Communication range normalized to the maximum
communication range of all the sensor nodes within the WSN

(a)
1

2

3

4

5

+

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

Sens ing range normalized to the maximum sensing range of
all the sensor nodes within the WSN

(b)

Health (or Remaining Battery life)
1

2

3

4

5

+

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

(c)
1

2

3

4

5

+

6

1

2

3

4

5

The Direct Trust of node j with respect to its one-hop
neighbor i is represented as Ti,j . This convention is
followed throughout our entire paper.

6

(d)
Figure 1. (a) Parents for one-point crossover; (b) Off-springs
after one-point crossover; (c) Parents for two-point crossover; (b)
Off-springs after two-point crossover

In Figure 1 and Figure 2 the chromosomes
representing the parents and the off-springs are of length
6. The points of crossover are shown by arrows. Similarly
in the figure below the mutation point is also shown with
the help of an arrow.

2

3

4

5

6

Now, usually a routing path consists of a large nu mber
of nodes starting fro m the Source and terminating in the
Sink. For example, we take a routing path as follows:

2

3

4

5

6

(B)
Figure 2. (A) Selected chromosome for mutation; (B) Offspring

B. Trust Based Routing Framework
In Wireless Sensor Networks, the technical meaning of
the term Trust is the opinion a part icular sensor node
possesses about another sensor node. It is actually a
probability which splits the sensor nodes into two
categories: benevolent and malicious. This demarcation is
based upon the Trust Threshold (TTH) value usually
taken to be 0.50 by defau lt. Usually trust of a sensor node
can be defined in two ways: Direct Trust and Indirect
Trust [7], [9]. In our protocol, we are only interested in
the Direct Trust of the sensor nodes i.e. the opinion of
sensor nodes with respect to its direct one-hop neighbor.
By the term one-hop neighbors of a sensor node, we
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 4. A routing path with sensor node “a” and “g” as Sink
and Source respectively.

(A)
1

j

Figure 3. Direct Trust of a sensor node j with respect to i

a
1

Ti,j

i

Here, there are seven sensor nodes represented by the
English alphabets a, b, c, d, e, f and g. Now as per our
definit ion the Direct Trust (DT) of b with respect to a is
given as Ta,b. Similarly the DT o f c with respect to b is
given as Tb,c and it follows similarly. An exp ression
which utilizes Direct Trust values to depict the reliability
of an entire routing path is known as the Route Trust [8]
and is represented here as RTγ , where γ is the path index.
Now, the value of RT for a path e.g. the one given in
Figure 4 is given as a product of the individual direct
trusts of the consecutive sensor nodes belonging to the
path with respect to its immediate preceding route in the
path.
So, RTpath given in Figure 4 = Ta,b *Tb,c*Tc,d *Td,e*Te,f*Tf,g . It
is to be noted that we do not need to calculate the DT of
the Source node with respect to any other node.
Suppose any two consecutive nodes of an arbitrary
route κ are denoted by indices i and j. Let the total
number of sensor nodes in the path is NS, then
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𝑁𝑆 −1
RTκ = ∏ 𝑖=1
𝑇𝑖,𝑖+1 …….(i)

As evident in [8] and [9] the values of RTs are an
indication of the route’s reliab ility i.e. greater the value of
RT, mo re reliab le a path is. In case of equal d irect t rust
values, which is an ideal case – a situation that can be
thought of at the time of first deployment of the WSN,
the values of RTs also signify the shortest route between
a unique pair of sensor nodes as proved in [8]. This also
renders the application of Dijkstra’s algorith m to be
redundant.
In [9] we have eliminated the malicious nodes from
participating in routing before implementing the
respective protocols. Although this results in making the
routing process simpler, it also introduces additional
overhead due to the protocol being a four step process.
Step I: Application of LSRP to decipher the possible
routes from a defin ite Source to a definite Sink.
Step II: Calcu lation of individual Direct or Indirect
Trusts.
Step III: Elimination of the malicious nodes from
participating in routing.
Step IV: Calculat ion of the Route Trusts for the
different routes as found out in Step I.
C. Main Procedure
Equation (i) has been adopted as the fitness function in
this case. This function incorporates the Direct Trust (DT)
values of the sensor nodes with respect to the preceding
node belonging to the different routing paths. The
calculated numerical value of the fitness function
determines the route through which the data is
transmitted fro m the Source to the Sink. This route
actually signifies the most reliab le o r trusted path. The
selection of the route being a probabilistic process, the
path of data transmission is not fixed. Moreover the DT
of a node being evaluated dynamically and updated
periodically itself helps in balancing the load. Genetic
Algorith ms provide the most suitable way in this
probabilistic modeling. The p rimary advantage of using
GA is that it helps to identify the best routing path in
reduced number of steps and duration. In addition to this
quick convergence to the most appropriate path, GAs are
also easy to implement and requires mediocre processing
capability of the sensor nodes.
For practical imp lementation of the GA CCTR we
consider that all the sensor nodes have prior knowledge
of their corresponding routing tables ie the routes existing
between the node itself and all other nodes within the
WSN. Th is assumption is valid since we have stated
earlier in our work that the underlying basic routing
protocol we use is Lin k State Routing Protocol (LSRP).
However, the requirement of Dijkstra’s Algorith m for
finding the shortest route from Source to Sink is
redundant in our proposed protocol. The main reason for
this is because our target is to choose the most trusted
route instead of the shortest one. It can be shown also that
in case the DTs of all the nodes are equal with respect to
the one-hop neighbours, then the path that is chosen to
route data, according to our protocol, is the shortest route
Copyright © 2013 M ECS
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possible fro m the source node to the destination one. This
is also derived in [8].
C.1 Chromosome and its constituent genes: The
fundamental step in GA is the evaluation of the fitness
function which is represented as a function of the
representative genes of the chromosomes. For our
GA CCTR, the chro mosome denotes the routing path. The
constituent genes depict the sensor nodes within the path
and the gene indices G_0,G_ 1,…G_n etc., show the
position of the sensor nodes starting from the Source
node ie the node id stored in G_ 0 represents the source
node or the node fro m where the data is generated. G_ 1
represents the next node after the Source node to which
the data is co mmunicated directly. Similarly G_ i
represents the ith node in the routing chain. The
chromosome size L (or the number of genes) represent
the maximu m length of the route in terms of the number
of nodes existing. Since, wireless sensor networks are
extremely densely deployed; there exists innumerable
paths between the initiating node and the terminal one. So
it beco mes imperative to impose an upper limit on the
maximu m length of the chromosome with the min imu m
being a direct connection between Source and Sink. It is
evident that the length of the route will never be uniform.
Hence to keep the length of the chro mosome constant the
non-exiting gene indices are padded with zeros.
G_0

G_1

G_2

........

G_i

G_L-1

……

Figure 5. An L length chromosome
a

b

c

d

e

f

g

0

0

0

0

0

Figure 6. A 12-length chromosome representing the routing
path in Figure 4

As mentioned earlier, equation (i) is also the fitness in
this case. It can be restated in terms of sensor nodes
represented as genes in Section C.1 as
𝐿−2
𝑇𝐺_𝑖,𝐺_ 𝑖+1 ……..(ii), having a fixed
fi = RTi = ∏𝑖=0
Source and Sink.
Application of the usual GA operators for initial
population generation and subsequent generations
through parent selection, crossover, and mutation as
described in Algorith ms 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively, help
us to produce fitter generations of chromosomes
subsequently representing more reliable routing paths. At
some suitable generation, the fitness values are plotted for
a Roulette Wheel Selection or Fitness Proportionate
Selection [12]. In fitness proportionate selection [12], the
fitness value is used to associate a probability of selection
with each indiv idual chro mosome representing a routing
path in our case. If fi is the fitness of indiv idual i in the
population, the probability of being selected is
𝑓
p i = 𝑁𝑝𝑖 ……….. (iii), where Np is the number of
∑

𝑓
𝑗 =1 𝑗

individuals in the population.
It is to be noted in this case that closer values of fis (or
RTs in this case) render equal probabilit ies of route
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selection. The justification of the roulette wheel analogy
can be envisaged by imag ining a roulette wheel in wh ich
a candidate solution represents a pocket on the wheel; the
sizes of the pockets are proportionate to the probability of
selection of the solution. Selecting M chromosomes fro m
the population is equivalent to playing M games on the
roulette wheel, as each candidate is drawn independently
[16]. So, it is evident fro m utilization of this rule that no
route is fixed fro m transmission of packets from the
Source to the Sin k. The method being co mpletely random
helps us in distributing the load among the different
routing paths, with GA helping in finding the more
reliable ones.
Algorith m1. In itial Population Generation Algorithm
Inputs: g <= Initial population size i .e. number of individuals in
a generation;
N <= Number of nodes in the WS N
S o <= S ource Node
Si<= Sink N ode
D <= Routing tables along with Route Trust (RT)
values available in each of the nodes present in the
WS N
Output: Set of routing paths from a particular S ource to a
particular Sink
Proc edure generate_initial_population();
temp2 = So
Loop1: for j=1:g
Set trust values of nodes once crossed to zero in data table
Loop2: for i=1:N
m=1;
Loo p3: for k=1:N
if(data1(temp2,k) > 0
p2(m) = k;
% storing the node values that can be trusted
in array p2
m=m+1;
%incrementing the counter
end Loo p3
ran_num=randi(length(p2));
% generating random number of
length of array p2
temp1 = p2(ran_num);
% storing element from p2 in temp1
If (temp2 is equal to Si)
Terminate loop2
Endif
If(Si not reached within N repetitions)
Set generation to zero and start over loop2
End if
End loop2
temp2=So;
% setting temp node to source node value for next
generation starting
data1=data; % reload trust value chart
End Loop 1
Display initially generated p opulation
End Procedu re

Copyright © 2013 M ECS

Algorith m 2. Parent Selection Algorith m
Inputs: population ,N( no. of nodes)
Outputs: selected_pop,trustofpopulation(w)
Proc edure Selection();
L= no. of members in population
for j=1:L
for i=1:(N-1)
temp1=population(j,i) ;
/*Store first node in
temp1*/
temp2=population(j,(i+1)); /*store second node in
temp2*/
if(temp2 < 0.01)
/* if destination node value is zero
break*/
break;
endif
w(j) = w(j)*data(temp1,temp2); /* product of trust
values of each path stored in weight matrix*/
endfor
for i =1:L
r(i) = w(i) + prev; /* adding the previous value of
weights to obtain a continuous range from 0 to 1*/
prev = prev + w(i);
end
end
Display pie diagram
/*displays the equivalent roulette
wheel*/
for i=1:L
if( r(i) < roll <r(i+1) ) /* if random number lies in a
specified range select that node
selected(j) = i;
break;
endif
endfor
for i=1:l
selected_pop(i,:) = population(selected(i),:); /*selected
population*/
end
Endfor
End Procedu re

An important assumption fro m the point of
implementation of GA CCTR is that we have assumed
only One-Po int Crossover here for simplicity. It is to be
noted that two-point crossover could have also been done
but then we would have to compromise processing
complexity with that of flexib ility.
It has been however found as shown in Sect ion IV, that
our GA CCTR performs very efficiently with the onepoint crossover scheme.
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Algorith m 3. One-point Crossover Algorith m
Inputs : Selectedpop , no. of nodes
Outputs : Crossoverpop
Proc edure Crossover();
L = no. of members in population
For i=1:2:L
a= number of non-zero element in first parent
b= number of non-zero element in second parent
crossover point = ceil((a+b)/4) /* Round off the crossover point to
nearest integer if it’s a fraction*/
for j=1:crossover point
tempstore(j) = firstmate(1,j); /* store the elements of first parent
from starting to crossover point in temp matix*/
endfor
for j=1:crossover point
firstmate(1,j) = secondmate(1,j);
% rewrite the elements of
first parent from start to crossover point with elements of second
matrix
secondmate(1,j) = tempstore(j);
% rewrite elements of
second matrix with that of temp matrix
endfor
Send paths for repairing to ‘Repair’ Program
newgen(i,:) = firstmate(1,:);
newgen((i+1),:) = secondmate(1,:);
newgenfit = fitness of crossover generation
parentfit = fitness of parent generation
for j=1:2:L
temp(1) = newgenfit(j)
temp(2) = newgenfit((j+1)) /*store the fitness value of
new generation of the two offsprings*/
temp(3) = parentfit(j,:)
parentgen*/
temp(4) = parentfit((j+1).:)
tempgen(1,:) = new gen(j,:);
node path*/
tempgen(2,:) = newgen((j+1),:);
tempgen(3,:) = selected_pop(j,:);
path*/
tempgen(4,:) = selected_pop((j+1),:);

/* store the fitness value of

/* store the offspring

/* store the parent node

15

Algorith m 4. Repair Algorith m
Inputs: row_mat
Outputs : repaired_mat
Procedure Repair();
N1 = index position of last non-zero element
N= number of nodes
Data = matrix containing trust values
For i=1:N1
Element = row_mat(:,j)
Comparison = find(row_mat==element)
If(length(comparion) > 1)
Firstindex = Comparison(1);
Lastindex = Comparison(2);
For i=1:(Firstindex-Lastinde x)
Replace by portion of
node non-overlapping portion
Endfor
Replace the portion of node after the
destination node with zero
Endif
End
For i = 1: (N-1)
temp1 = row_mat(1,i);
temp2 = row_mat(1,(i+1));
if (temp2>0);
if(data(temp1,temp2)
==
0)
/*Discontinuity*/
pos = find(row_mat==temp2);
initialrow_mat = row_mat(1,1:(pos-1)); /*
store the part of the row which is continuous in a separate
matrix*/
Send to ‘Initialize program’ the node just before discontinuity as
source and the array initialrow_mat
/initialrow_mat
is
sent
to
prevent
overlapping*/
Returns path modifiedrow
Row_mat = [initialrow_mat modifiedrow]
Endif
Endfor
End Procedu re

[~, i1] = max(temp);
/* obtain the index position of the path
having greatest trust value */
temp(i1) = 0;
/* set the trust value of the path having
highest fitness to zero*/
[~, i2] = max(temp);
/* obtain the index position of path
having next best fitness*/
finalgen(j,:) = tempgen(i1,:);
/* store the path having highest
fitness*/
finalgen((j+1),:) = tempgen(i2,:); /*store the path having next
best fitness*/
Endfor
End Procedu re
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Algorith m 5. Mutation Algorith m

We have conducted our simu lations by assuming
square grid networks as shown in Figure 5 having n 2
sensor nodes where n is the number of nodes in a single
row or colu mn. If we assume that the total number of
sensor nodes is N then N=n 2 . For simp licity we have
assumed that a sensor node communicates only with its
horizontal and vertical neighbors but not with the
diagonal ones. This can be viewed fro m another
perspective that the distance between the centers of
horizontal or vert ical adjacent nodes is the radius of
communicat ion. This prevents the diagonal nodes in
communicat ing with each other.

Inputs: pop,N
Output: mutpop
Procedure M utation():
G = number of generations in population
N = number of nodes in grid
Loop : R = randi(g) /*randomly select a population*/
a = number of nodes in selected generation
pos = randi(a)
/*randomly select the node
position to be mutated*/
prenode = determine the node before the node to be mutated
postnode = determine the node after the node to be mutated
determine possible routes from prenode to postnode with single
intermediate node
if (fitness of new path) < (fitness of old path)
Repeat loop
endif
store new path I mutpop
End Loop
End Procedu re

1
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5

6

7

8

9

Algorith m 6: Main Procedure
Inputs : Number of nodes, generations, sourcenode, sinknode
Outputs : fittest path route, plot of fittest path against iteration,
Roulette wheel after each iteration
Set zeta, termination iteration(iter), convergence iteration(t)

Figure 7. Grid of sensor networks with Source and Sink denoted
by green and red r espectively. Here n=3 and N=9.

Main Algorithm

As mentioned earlier in the paper, we have assumed
only Direct Trusts of the sensor nodes and a pre-requisite
is that after trust evaluation they must be included within
the routing tables. An example of this can be found in
Table 2. It is in accordance with Figure 5.
In our simu lations we have assumed the trust values
are incorporated within the routing tables constructed on
applying LSRP. The proposed algorithm is not dependent
on the trust values and it can thus respond to dynamically
varying trust values. It can also deal with node failure by
setting corresponding trust values associated with that
node to zero.
We have also assumed a grid network [as in Figure 5]
for d istribution of nodes and the algorith m is capable of
determining the route with maximu m trust value fro m
any specified source to any specified sink. It is to be
noted that the grid network is only assumed for simplicity
and our protocol is valid as long as the formation of
routing table is possible on application of LSRP as shown
in Table 2.

Generate Initial population
Store the fittest population member
Set initialpop ulation to currentpopulation
For K=1:iter
Send current population to Selection program and obtain
selectedp op
Send selectedp op to Crossover program and obtain newpop
If ((M utation_probabilty)*k) >1)
Send currentpop to M utation program and obt ain mutatedpop
End if
Store fittest value of newpop
If(fittest value doesn’t vary by small threshold(zeta) for last t
iterations)
Break
End if
set newpop to current pop
End Repeat
Plot fittest value against iterations

IV. SIMULATION RESULT S
Performance Evaluation of the proposed GA based
algorith m has been tested using extensive simulations.
The algorithm is superior (in terms of co mputing speed)
and efficient(less energy of nodes consumed) co mpared
to conventionally available trust based route detection
techniques [5], [8], [9] which involve checking all
possible routes from source node to sink node.
Copyright © 2013 M ECS
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Fitness value of the fittest
chromosome

Simu lation results include
1) The fitness value of the fittest chromosome
occurring in the present population with
progressive iterations varying the total number
of nodes and the number of generations.
2) We show the number if iterat ions required to
attain the fittest chromosome by:
2.1) Keeping N, Source and Sink fixed and
varying number of generations.
2.2) Keeping number o f generations, source and
sink fixed and varying N.
2.3) N and number of generations fixed and the
distance between source and sink is
varied( in terms of the number of min imu m
hops)
3) Network lifetime of the entire network
compared to some already existing algorith ms
by varying the percentage of malicious nodes.
Simu lation (1) presents the number of iterations
required to obtain fittest fitness value of the
chromosomes currently present within the population. It
can be concluded appropriately fro m the Figure 6 that the
number of iterat ions required for same population size are
greater for larger nu mber o f sensor nodes barring one or
two exceptions.
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Figure 8. Graph showing the number of iterations reqd. to get
the fittest member with varying generations and number of
nodes
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Iterations

1

Simu lation (2.1) determines how fast the algorith m
converges to the maximu m trusted route as the number of
generations is varied. Varying the number of generations
affects the number of possible routes between source and
sink in the in itial population and subsequent generations.
As the number of generations is increased there are
improved chances of getting trusted routes by Crossover
and also there is a trivial possibility of obtaining the best
possible path in the in itial generation itself. It has also
been witnessed that decreasing the number of generation
below a certain threshold causes the algorithm to
converge on a local maxima of trusted values.
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16
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24

Generations
Figure 9. Result of Simulation (2.1)

Simu lation (2.2) determines how the complexit ies
(time co mp lexity in terms of iterations) vary as the
number of nodes in grid changes. It is ensured that
number of hops between source and sink remain same
even though number of nodes in grid is varied. The
generation value is selected such that it does not become
very small for a particular grid such that it results into
premature convergence for higher nu mber of nodes.

Iterations

Node wrt
which trust
is
calculated

Node whose trust is
calculated

Table 2: Routing table
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Figure 10: Result of Simulation (2.2). The thin black and red
lines show that the trend can be fitted by a second order
polynomial (approx.) and also by a fourth order one (exactly)

Simu lation (2.3) prov ides an insight into the number of
iterations that are needed to obtain the maximu m trusted
route as the number of hops between source and sink is
varied.
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Figure 13. Comparison among the different protocols showing
the percentages of successful packet transmission as
percentages of malicious nodes

Figure 11. Result of Simulation (2.3)

Simu lation (3) is actually implemented in IRIS motes
on the TinyOS platform. We have deployed a network of
100 ho mogeneous sensor nodes at the site of experiment.
We fixed both the source and the sink and calculated the
duration till which at least a single path existed between
the Source and the Sink. In other words, the network
lifetime in this paper is defined to be the time interval
starting from the inception of the network until the
absence of any path between a particular Source and Sink.
It is to be noted in this case, that the init ial DTs of all the
sensor nodes and the TTH value are in itialized to 0.5 both.
In case of TILSRP, the weightage given to the Direct and
Indirect Trusts are 0.5 each. The charts in Figure 10 and
Figure 11 show a co mparative study among the three
existing protocols ATSR [5], DTLSRP [8], TILSRP [9]
and our proposed GACCTR p rotocol.

Simu lation (4) shows the probabilit ies of t ransmission
through 8 different paths (that is the population size is
fixed at 8) in the fo rm a p ie-chart simulat ing the Roulette
wheel. We show the different probabilit ies at three
distinct time instants – one at the start, another at the
middle and the last one after saturation that is when all
the paths have almost equal probabilit ies. This shows that
the data can be transmitted through the eight paths with
equal probability reducing congestion.
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Figure 14. Path probabilities at the start. Number of generations
fixed at 8
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Figure 12. Comparison among the different protocols showing
the network lifetimes as percentages of malicious nodes
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Figure 15. Path probabilities at some intermediate instant.
Number of generations fixed at 8
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Figure 16. Path probabilities after saturation.
No. of generations fixed at 8

The interpretation of the above figures can be
comprehended like this. We choose a random nu mber
between 0.000 and 1.000 and the random nu mber helps
us to pick any of the colored regions as shown above
when expressed as an ordered fraction of the whole
circular region (taken to be 1). Here the different colors
as denoted by integers from 1 to 8 denote 8 alternate
paths from Source to Sink.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The Simulat ion Results as given in Section IV show
the performance of our GACCTR protocol when made to
run through a variety of experiments under different
conditions. Almost all of them p rove that GACCTR is a
better alternative than the existing ones as mentioned in
Section II.
Significant results may be achieved with the help of
other optimization techniques like Ant Colony
Optimization technique or Particle Swarm Optimizat ion
technique, which can be taken as future works for
interested scientists and researchers. Real-t ime
verification of GACCTR on a larger scale (200+ nodes)
is also one future assignment.
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